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1 Research Highlights

My work spans the foundations and practice of distributed systems, reliability and security.
In my opinion, the best practice-driven research often responds and accompanies major tech-

nology disruptions. For example, for about fifty years of dominance of magnetic storage media,
capacity and throughput consistently increased, but latency remained capped at the mechanical
speed (or slowness) of the magnetic-drive head movement. Then a sharp disruption occurred in
the recent decade with the rise of non-volatile storage technologies such as flash memory. This
disruption is transforming the entire memory hierarchy, requiring rethinking of OS level methods
and abstractions. The unique characteristics of flash and the unprecedented random-access speed
it provides motivated my colleagues and me to embark on the CorfuDB project described below,
aimed at driving data-center scale distributed data platforms.

This and other technology disruptions drew my attention and motivated me to address various
foundational challenges, algorithmic methods and engineering practices revolving around them.
In addition to my recent work on CorfuDB, I chose to elaborate on three other activity areas:
Foundations of elastic systems, applied crypto and security, and distributed algorithms. I refer to
my resume for a complete list of publications beyond the selected works I list here.

1.1 CorfuDB

For many decades, data services relied on monolithic, centralized database management systems
(DBMS) at the backend. Then around the year 2000, large web-companies like Amazon and
Facebook revolutionized their backend platforms with completely decentralized data stores like
Dynamo [5] and Cassandra [8]. These systems store data in very simple structure, essentially a
key-value store, with no support for relational indexing or transactions. The trend became known
as ‘No-SQL’, and to this date it underlies the back-end infrastructures of most web companies,
driving data-services at unprecedented scale and throughputs.

Invariably, at the heart of any of these systems one finds a core which drives consistency and
atomicity of replication, administers meta-data, management configuration and locking. The con-
sistency core becomes a bottleneck for very large clusters. Conventional wisdom has it, that the
only way to scale data-services is by partitioning the data and by that give up global consistency
and multi-object atomicity.

But what would you do if given an infrastructure that breaks the seeming tradeoff between
consistency and scale?

In the past five years, I initiated and led efforts around CorfuDB, a technology for driving data
platforms with consistency and transactional guarantees at scale. All of these services are driven
with no I/O bottlenecks using a novel paradigm that separates control from leader-IO, driving
Paxos throughput for the first time into millions of operations per second [crf3].

The CorfuDB project actually started with CORFU [crf4][crf1], a technology for striping logs
over clusters of raw flash storage without a coordination IO bottleneck. It is impossible to overwrite
flash memory in place and therefore the log-structure of CORFU fits flash storage perfectly, essen-
tially being a distributed log-structured storage; in the parlance of flash storage, it is a distributed
FTL.

It evolved into a distributed software fabric that drives consistency and transactional guarantees
at high-throughput [crf2][crf5]. Atop CORFU is Tango [crf6], a library for programming transac-
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tional data services; two example services which we built with great ease using Tango were the
Hyder DB [2] and an Apache-ZooKeeper [6] alternative.

Putting CORFU and Tango together, CorfuDB facilitates building distributed services in which
in-memory data-structures are backed by a shared log:

• It may be used for driving remote checkpoint and recovery.

• It provides strict total-ordering and can drive replication and distributed locking.

• It may be leveraged for transaction management.

In a nutshell, internally a CORFU log is striped over a collection of logging units. Each unit
accepts a stream of logging requests at wire-speed and sequentializes their IO. In aggregate, data
can be streamed in parallel to/from logging-units at full cluster bisection bandwidth. A soft-state
sequencer process regulates appends in a circular fashion across the collection of stripes. A CORFU
master controls the configuration, growing and shrinking the stripe-set.

CorfuDB is released with an Apache open source license (see https://github.com/CorfuDB),
and has been incorporated into Apache REEF (see http://wiki.apache.org/incubator/ReefProposal) [crf7].

crf1 M. Balakrishnan, P. Bernstein, D. Malkhi, V. Prabhakaran, and C. Reid. Brief Announce-
ment: Flash-Log – A High Throughput Log. In 24th International Symposium on Distributed
Computing (DISC 2010), September 2010.

crf2 M. Balakrishnan and D. Malkhi and V. Prabhakaran and T. Wobber and M. Wei and J. Davis.
CORFU: A Shared Log Design for Flash Clusters. In 9th USENIX Symposium on Networked
Systems Design and Implementation (NSDI ’12), USENIX, April 2012.

crf3 D. Malkhi and M. Balakrishnan and J. Davis and V. Prabhakaran and T. Wobber. From
Paxos to CORFU: A Flash-Speed Shared Log. ACM SIGOPS Operating Systems Reviews,
ACM SIGOPS, 2012

crf4 M. Wei and J. D. Davis and T. Wobber and M. Balakrishnan and D. Malkhi. Beyond
Block I/O: Implementing a Distributed Shared Log in Hardware. In SYSTOR 2013 (the
6th International Systems and Storage Conference), ACM, 2013.

crf5 M. Balakrishnan and D. Malkhi and J. Davis and V. Prabhakaran and M. Wei and T. Wob-
ber. CORFU: A Distributed Shared Log. ACM Transactions on Computer Systems, ACM,
November 2013.

crf6 M. Balakrishnan and D. Malkhi and T. Wobber and M. Wu and V. Prabhakaran and M. Wei
and J. D. Davis and S. Rao and T. Zou and A. Zuck. Tango: Distributed Data Structures
over a Shared Log. In SOSP’13: The 24th ACM Symposium on Operating Systems Principles,
November 2013.

crf7 D. Malkhi and M. Weimer. REEFU: A Logging Service for Cluster Applications. Invited
to the 8th Workshop on Large-Scale Distributed Systems and Middleware (LADIS 2014),
October 2014.
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1.2 Elastic Systems

The literature on fault tolerance typically comes with fixed availability requirements of the form
‘the system has n nodes, of which f may fail’. However, a long-lived system may need more
than just to mask a fixed threshold of failures. Indeed, an elastic system presents API-methods
for adding/deleting members to a configuration, such that its own availability changes according
to these methods. The foundations of elastic distributed systems have been fairly sparse. For a
decade, I explored their principles and practice and participated in several advances in this arena.

Jointly with Lamport and Zhou, we highlighted the shortcomings of multi-Paxos [9] with respect
to reconfiguration and the anomalies it causes [elst1][elst2]. Briefly, when a leader is replaced in
Paxos, it might leave dangling decisions by the previous leader/configuration. These decisions may
resurface later, after another leader/configuration change, in unintuitive and unexpected ways. A
more intuitive leader replacement regime was fostered in the group communication arena, where
each configuration spanned a contiguous block of decisions. This view of reconfiguration had its
roots in the Virtual Synchrony work of Birman and Joseph [3], but lacked rigorous treatment. I
wanted to bridge that gap for a long time, and in 2009, working with Lamport and Zhou we finally
succeeded in doing this. We provided two foundational fixes to this anomaly. One modifies Paxos
itself to remove the anomaly by mimicking Virtual Synchrony, yielding a hybrid named Stoppable
Paxos. The other method, called Vertical Paxos, is far more valuable for engineering practices:
it uses an external master to administer reconfiguration, so that data can be replicated by only
f + 1. I later co-authored with Birman and Van Renesse an overview of the area titled “Virtually
Synchronous Methodology for Dynamic Service Replication”, which is published as a chapter of
Ken Birman’s book “Guide to Reliable Distributed Systems”.

These insights and principles of elasticity led to impact almost instantly. The most popu-
lar Paxos system is Apache ZooKeeper [6], used to this date by thousands of web companies.
In 2011, I worked with the Yahoo engineers on a much-anticipated reconfiguration service for
ZooKeeper [elst6]. Additionally, the pillars of Vertical Paxos underlie the configuration manage-
ment of the CORFU system described above.

Meanwhile, an intriguing question we asked ourselves is whether there are elastic systems which
do not rely on consensus for reconfiguration. When we started, we conjectured the answer would be
negative, as all systems we knew of employed a configuration master to help orchestrate reconfigu-
ration. Somewhat surprisingly, we discovered in our DynaStore work that fault tolerant read/write
storage can be made elastic without a consensus master [elst3][elst5][elst4]. We are presently revis-
iting the DynaStor work, whose focus has been a demonstration of possibility, and not efficiency.
We aim both to extract the fundamental principles of elastic systems in a cleaner and modular
manner, and to derive much more efficient solutions.

elst1 L. Lamport, D. Malkhi and L. Zhou. Reconfiguring a State Machine. In ACM SIGACT
News Volume 41, Issue 1, March 2010.

elst2 L. Lamport, D. Malkhi, L. Zhou. Brief Announcement: Vertical Paxos and Primary-Backup
Replication. The ACM Symposium on Principles of Distributed Computing (PODC 2009).
August 2009.

elst3 M. K. Aguilera, I. Keidar, D. Malkhi, A. Shraer. Dynamic Atomic Storage Without Con-
sensus. In Proceedings of the ACM Symposium on Principles of Distributed Computing
(PODC), August 2009.
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elst4 Dynamic Atomic Storage Without Consensus. M. Aguilera, I. Keidar, D. Malkhi, and
A. Shraer. Journal of the ACM, Volume 58, Issue 2, April 2011.

elst5 M. Aguilera and I. Keidar and D. Malkhi and J.P. Martin and A. Shraer. Reconfiguring Repli-
cated Atomic Storage: A Tutorial. In Bulletin of the EATCS: The Distributed Computing
Column, European Association for Theoretical Computer Science, October 2010.

elst6 A. Shraer and B. Reed and D. Malkhi and F. Junqueira. Dynamic Reconfiguration of
Primary/Backup Clusters. In USENIX Annual Technical Conference (USENIX ATC ’12),
USENIX, June 2012.
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1.3 Security

In 2004, Noam Nisan and I asked ourselves whether cryptographic primitives which were considered
completely impractical are actually becoming practical? Jointly with others we embarked on the
Fairplay project, the first fully implemented platform for secure multi party computation [sec5].
The Fairplay source code has been downloaded by hundreds of academic groups, and has prompted
many extensions and enhancements (including Fairplay2, a second generation of the project). To
some extent, the project sparked in the past decade a wave of crypto-engineering projects which
bring crypto theory into practice, including heavy crypto methods like oblivious RAM and PCP.

Earlier, in 1998 Mike Reiter and I had the rare experience of founding a new theory: Byzantine
Quorums, a framework for coordination under mission critical setting [sec1].

Our story traces back to the seminal work of Lamport, Pease and Shostak [11, 10]. The LPS
team was asked to prove the correctness of a cockpit control scheme which NASA designed with
three computer systems, which used majority-voting to mask any faulty component. The LPS
team introduced the Byzantine fault model in order to capture the worst kind of mishaps and
security flaws in such critical settings. They also followed by a surprising revelation that, in fact,
three systems cannot safely run a mission critical cockpit. These works have become a hallmark of
distributed computing/

Mike and I followed with a theory of Byzantine Quorums, which capture the abstract prop-
erty that underlies the 3F+1 threshold requirement for Byzantine agreement. This abstracts and
generalizes a consistency requirement of Byzantine systems. The abstraction is useful not just for
agreement problems. For example, we can build storage solutions capable of tolerating a threshold
of Byzantine failures in various manners. Our theory analyses the tradeoff between load-balancing
and availability of Byzantine systems, giving lower bounds and tight matching combinatorial con-
structions [sec2]. We also explored various protocol bounds for Byzantine storage (e.g., [sec4]), and
built a prototype Byzantine storage system under a DARPA contract [sec3].

sec1 D. Malkhi and M .Reiter. Byzantine quorum systems. Distributed Computing, volume 11
number 4, October 1998.

sec2 D. Malkhi, M. Reiter and A. Wool. The Load and Availability of Byzantine Quorum Sys-
tems. In proceedings of the Sixteenth Annual ACM Symposium on Principles of Distributed
Computing (PODC ’97), Santa Barbara, California, 1997.

sec3 D. Malkhi and M. Reiter. An Architecture for Survivable Coordination in Large Distributed
Systems. IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering, volume12 number 2, March
2000.

sec4 D. Malkhi, M. Merritt, M. Reiter and G. Taubenfeld. Objects Shared by Byzantine Processes.
Distributed Computing, volume 16 number 1, February 2003.

sec5 D. Malkhi, N. Nisan, B. Pinkas and Y. Sella. Fairplay–A Secure Two-party Computation
System. In proceedings of the 13th Conference on USENIX Security Symposium, 2004.
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1.4 Algorithms

Algorithmic problems always fascinated me and on occasions, I sunk my teeth into an algorithm
areas which intersected my distributed systems activities.

One example came around the year 2000, an era which saw the emergence of truly decentralized
systems of unprecedented scale, including the commercially successful Akamai content-delivery
network and grassroots peer-to-peer systems like Gnutella and E-Mule. In this arena, one starts
with the seminal ‘consistent hashing’ scheme by Karger et al. [7]. Consistent hashing lies at the
foundations of Akamai; it underlies essentially every work on overlay and peer-to-peer lookup
networks; and it has been deployed by Amazon for its distributed storage backend. At Microsoft,
from 2005 onward I have been on a small team who harnessed DHTs for the Windows Fabric, a
platform for resource management at the heart of Microsoft’s Azure cloud infrastructure [alg7].

My work on the Fabric came after intense exploration of graph theory foundations of peer-to-
peer overlay networks. Driven by the need to locate items stored in a DHT, I explored ways to
design efficient overlay networks that support search and lookup. Starting with the Viceroy work
with Moni Naor and David Rataczsak [alg1], we provided the first constant-degree log-diameter
DHT overlay network. Continuing on, with my student Ittai Abraham and others, we realized that
traditional routing schemes in graph theory are not suitable for this problem, because they require
labels of special format to be assigned to nodes in order to locate them. Consistent hashing cannot
be implemented in this way, because it would be impossible to hash an object to the exact label
of a node that owns it. We therefore focused on unlabeled routing, originally defined in a paper
by Awerbuch et al. in 1989 [1]. Only discouraging exponential constructions were known for this
problem when we started, which we tightened with constant approximations and matching lower
bounds, essentially closing the lid on a problem area which was open for over fifteen years (except
for potentially, some remaining constant improvements).

We also achieved compact routing results for several special families of graphs: Growth bounded,
low doubling dimension, Euclidean, planar, minor-free. For example, for locality-aware routing in
growth-bounded metrics, the best known prior result has been due to Plaxton et al. [12]. That work
achieves constant stretch in expectation, where the constant is large and depends on the growth-rate
bound. It has been deployed in Microsoft’s Pastry network and Berkeley’s Oceanstore/Tapestry
projects. Our LAND construction [alg4] improves the scheme and achieves optimal (1+epsilon)
stretch, independent of the growth-rate, and with worst case guarantee. In the following year, we
extended this to growth-bounded graphs [alg6].

Another real world issue which was largely overlooked by the theory of compact network meth-
ods was dynamism. We adapted quorum techniques for storing information in a dynamic dis-
tributed network [alg2], developed overlay structures that adapt easily to changes [alg3], and de-
signed location-services for ad hoc networks [alg5].

Another branch of my research revolved around randomized techniques for information dissem-
ination and discovery in networks. Some of my early works extended the exploration of gossip into
Byzantine settings, tackling information dissemination with partial trust using multiple indepen-
dent gossip-sources (see publications listed in my resume). We also applied the idea of spreading
information over multiple paths for benign fault tolerance, yielding an optimal O(k + log n) round
complexity for spreading for k ‘chunks’ [alg8]. This result refuted a conjecture by Deb and Medard
from [4] regarding algebraic gossip. More recently, working with Haeupler [alg9], we returned to the
classical gossip setting. In the standard setting, gossip limits only how may connections each par-
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ticipant initiates, not how many connections it receives. We asked ourselves the following question:
could we simply forward all messages to one centralized location and then have everyone pull them
from it? The surprising result has been “almost”. We can cluster nodes in exponentially growing
process, each time step clusters squaring in size, until a giant star is formed and spreads information
in one exchange with the enter. This yields an O(log log n)-round gossip algorithm, which we prove
optimal. Presently, we are expending this work for arbitrary graphs, yielding O(log log n × logD)
gossip solutions for graphs of diameter D.

alg1 D. Malkhi, M. Naor and D. Ratajczak. Viceroy: A Scalable and Dynamic Emulation of the
Butterfly. Proceedings of the 21st ACM Symposium on Principles of Distributed Computing
(PODC ’02), August 2002, pages 183–192.

alg2 I. Abraham and D. Malkhi. Probabilistic Quorums for Dynamic Systems. Best student paper
award in the 17th International Symposium on DIStributed Computing (DISC 2003), Sorento,
Italy, October 2003.

alg3 I. Abraham, B. Awerbuch, Y. Azar, Y. Bartal, D. Malkhi and E. Pavlov. A Generic Scheme
for Building Overlay Networks in Adversarial Scenarios. International Parallel and Dis-
tributed Processing Symposium (IDPDS 2003), April 2003, Nice, France.

alg4 I. Abraham, D. Malkhi and O. Dobzinski. LAND: Stretch (1 + ε) Locality-aware Networks
for DHTs. Fifteenth Annual ACM-SIAM Symposium on Discrete Algorithms (SODA 2004),
New Orleans, Louisiana, 2004.

alg5 I. Abraham, D. Dolev and D. Malkhi. LLS : a Locality Aware Location Service for Mobile Ad
Hoc Networks. DIAL M-POMC 2004, Joint Workshop on Foundations of Mobile Computing
, October 2004.

alg6 I. Abraham and D. Malkhi. Name Independent Routing for Growth Bounded Networks. In
proceedings of the Seventeenth Annual ACM Symposium on Parallelism in Algorithms and
Architectures (SPAA ’05), Las Vegas, Nevada, USA, 2005,

alg7 R. Hasha, L. Xun, G. Kakivaya and D. Malkhi. Data consistency within a federation in-
frastructure. Microsoft Corporation US Patent number 8090880, filed November 2007, issued
January 2012.

alg8 Y. Fernandess and D. Malkhi. On Collaborative Content Distribution using Multi-Message
Gossip. Journal of Parallel and Distributed Computing, 2007.

alg9 B. Haeupler and D. Malkhi. Optimal Gossip with Direct Addressing. In Proceedings of the
ACM Symposium on Principles of Distributed Computing (PODC 2014), July 2014.
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2 Teaching

During my tenure at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, I taught and founded a number of courses.
Already in my graduate studies, I identified a deficiency in the standard undergrad computer

science education program and built and taught two new courses, Programming Lab (PLAB) I and
II. Standard CS curriculum covers programming languages and solution techniques, which PLAB I
complemented with ”para-programming”: skills, tools and services surrounding software develop-
ment. At the time, PLAB I included basic shell interaction and scripting, environment handling,
performance instrumentation tools, large project tools for compilation, dependency tracking, and
installation, and incremental project construction. Shortly after its introduction, PLAB I has be-
come a mandatory under-grad course for computer science majors at the Hebrew U. I would imagine
today such a course would cover advanced development kits like Visual or Eclipse, general purpose
libraries like STL, version control and collaboration through git and github, and potentially other
relevant themes.

PLAB II focused on advanced OS-level interaction and network programming. I would imagine
today this might include advanced concurrency/threading for multi-cores, and distributed network-
ing tools like Thrift, Protocol Buffers, Hadoop and Pig.

In addition to the above, I taught: undergrad Operating Systems, Intro to Crypto/Security,
Advanced Crypto, Distributed Systems and various advanced Distributed System and Security
seminars.
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